Active remote sensing of marine boundary-layer clouds is challenging as drizzle drops often dominate the observed radar reflectivity. We present a new method to simultaneously retrieve cloud and drizzle vertical profiles in drizzling boundary-layer clouds using surface-based observations of radar reflectivity, lidar attenuated backscatter, and zenith radiances under conditions when precipitation does not reach the surface. Specifically, the vertical structure of droplet size and water content of both cloud and drizzle is characterised throughout the cloud. An ensemble optimal estimation approach provides full error statistics given the uncertainty in the observations. To evaluate the new method, we first perform retrievals using synthetic measurements from large-eddy simulation snapshots of cumulus under stratocumulus, where cloud water path is retrieved with an error of 31 g m −2 . The method also performs well in non-drizzling clouds where no assumption of the cloud profile is required. We then apply the method to observations of marine stratocumulus obtained during the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement MAGIC deployment in the Northeast Pacific. Here, retrieved cloud water path agrees well with independent threechannel microwave radiometer retrievals, with a root mean square difference of 10-20 g m −2 .
Introduction
Marine boundary layer clouds typically contain two modes in their drop size distributions. The first, known as the "cloud mode", relates to droplets formed by condensational growth that rarely exceed 20 µm radius (Devenish et al., 2012) . Due to their relative abundance, these cloud droplets largely govern the radiative properties of the cloud. The second, known as the "drizzle mode", relates to drops formed by collisions and coalescence, typically with radius 25-200 µm. While the drizzle mode usually has a negligible direct effect on the cloud's radiative properties it does so indirectly through effects on cloud lifetime (e.g. Nicholls, 1984; Feingold et al., 1996) and evolution . In tandem with modelling studies, observations of how these processes interact are vital for accurate radiation and microphysical parameterisations in climate modelling and numerical weather prediction (e.g. Boutle et al., 2014) .
While satellites provide an unrivalled global platform for the study of clouds, surface-based observations are vital for studying clouds at the process scale. For example, passive visible and infrared satellite observations, such as those from Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS), are suited to study the radiative properties of clouds, but using these measurements to quantify drizzle properties is much more difficult (e.g. Nakajima et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2012) . More recently, CloudSat (Stephens et al., 2002) has revealed the vertical structure of clouds (e.g. Lee et al., 2010) and the presence of drizzle from space (e.g. Leon et al., 2008; Lebsock et al., 2013) , but often fails to observe the drizzle that occurs in the lowest 1 km of the atmosphere due to contamination from the strong surface return (Christensen et al., 2013) . In addition, surface-based observations tend to Numerous methods for retrieving cloud properties from surface-based sensors have been proposed; however, most are suitable only for non-drizzling clouds (e.g. Frisch et al., 1995 Dong and Mace, 2003) and assume a monomodal size distribution. Drizzling clouds pose a particular challenge to remote sensing as the larger droplets can dominate the radar reflectivity signal, which makes it hard to separate cloud and drizzle modes. One way to separate the modes is to exploit the differential fall speeds using Doppler spectra (Luke and Kollias, 2013) . Additionally, dual-wavelength radar can retrieve liquid water content (LWC) profiles in drizzle . In the drizzle beneath cloud base this ambiguity does not exist, so active remote sensing methods are well suited to retrieve drizzle properties. Existing retrieval methods for drizzle successfully exploit a combination of lidar and radar (O'Connor et al., 2005) , or differences in backscatter at two different lidar wavelengths (Westbrook et al., 2010; Lolli et al., 2013) , but cannot be extended above cloud base due to lidar attenuation and the breakdown of the single-mode assumption.
In this paper we develop a new method that allows the simultaneous retrieval of both cloud and drizzle modes using an optimal estimation framework. The drizzle mode is mainly constrained by active remote sensing observations from radar and lidar, while the cloud mode is constrained using passive remote sensing observations of zenith radiances (Chiu et al., 2012) to accommodate the two modes that occur within drizzling clouds. To combine the different observations, we extend the flexible Ensemble Cloud Retrieval (ENCORE) method previously applied to scanning radar measurements for providing 3-D non-drizzling cloud properties (Fielding et al., 2014) . We test ENCORE using a combination of state-of-the-art large eddy simulations (LES) with size-resolved microphysics, and real ship-borne data from the recent Marine Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) GPCI Investigation of Clouds (MAGIC) campaign. By separating the cloud and drizzle modes we should gain further insight to processes within marine boundary layer clouds and provide new constraints for model development.
The paper is organised as follows. In Sect. 2 we describe the instrumentation and associated uncertainties for our observations. We outline the retrieval method in Sect. 3, before an evaluation using synthetic measurements from two cumulus-under-stratocumulus LES snapshots with contrasting drizzle rates in Sect. 4. Section 5 contains results from two case studies using real data from the MAGIC field campaign, including a comparison with other retrieval methods. A conclusion and summary is provided in Sect. 6.
Observations

Measurements used in ENCORE
The primary aim of the year-long MAGIC observational campaign was to improve our understanding of boundary layer clouds and their representation in climate models (Lewis and Teixeira, 2015) . One particular region not well represented is the stratocumulus-to-cumulus transition zone in the eastern North Pacific (Teixeira et al., 2011) . As a consequence, the poor representation of clouds in such regions contributes to the large uncertainty in modelled climate sensitivity to anthropogenic emissions. Although progress has been made to improve their representation, primarily through the comparison of single-column models and LES, a fundamental limitation to further progress is the lack of observational data. MAGIC has helped address this problem by collecting measurements from a suite of instruments deployed on a cargo ship travelling between Los Angeles and Hawaii between October 2012 and September 2013, thus sampling part of the eastern North Pacific stratocumulus-to-cumulus transition zone.
In this study we used active and passive remote sensing observations, namely the marine W-band ARM cloud radar (MWACR; Widener and Johnson, 2006) , Ka-band ARM zenith cloud radar (KAZR; Widener et al., 2012) , high spectral resolution lidar (HSRL) and a sun photometer (Holben et al., 1998) . All measurements were averaged to a common 5 s resolution and 30 m height resolution to increase sensitivity and reduce errors from mismatching field-of-views (FOV). At a distance of 1 km, the instantaneous footprint of each instrument is ∼ 10 m for the radars, ∼ 20 m for the sun photometer and ∼ 0.2 m for the HSRL. To correct the data for ship motion we use on-board accelerometers that can provide accurate information on the orientation of the ship at any given time.
Radar reflectivity factor is measured by the MWACR and KAZR. After averaging to the common resolution, the sensitivity of MWACR and KAZR is about −50 and −45 dBZ at 1 km, respectively. Attenuation of radar beams due to water vapour and liquid water are accounted for in our retrieval method. Similar to Rémillard et al. (2013) , water vapour attenuation is approximated by distributing the total column water vapour retrievals from microwave radiometer (MWR) measurements as an exponential function of height (Matrosov et al., 2004) . Alternatively, total gaseous attenuation at each radar frequency can be calculated from the vertical profiles of temperature, pressure and humidity from a radiosonde, or from a numerical forecast model (Illingworth et al., 2007) using the line-by-line model of Liebe (1985) . The vertical profile of attenuation can also be approximated. In contrast, liquid water attenuation is included in the retrieval process explicitly and discussed in more detail in Sect. 3.3.1.
Attenuated backscatter (β ) is measured using the HSRL. The HSRL operates at 532 nm with a FOV of 0.1 mrad (see Table 1 ). The attenuated backscatter is normalised to the measured particle and known Rayleigh backscatter at a close range using the ability of the HSRL to separate molecular and particle returns (described later).
Compared to the relative large FOVs of most passive radiometers, the 1.2 • narrow FOV of the sun photometer is more suitable to observe the fine structure of clouds and better matches the FOVs of radar and lidar. The sun photometer deployed in the MAGIC campaign was modified to operate continuously in "cloud mode"; in other words, the sun photometer was pointed to vertical and measured zenith radiances at multiple wavelengths in the visible and nearinfrared. Specifically, we used measurements at 440, 870 and 1640 nm that have previously been used to estimate cloud optical depth, liquid water path (LWP) and column-mean effective radius by Chiu et al. (2012) , using a method that exploits differences in scattering and absorption between the wave-lengths. As the underlying retrieval principle relies on solar transmission and scattering, our retrievals are limited to daytime with solar zenith angle (SZA) smaller than 80 • when the solar signal is sufficient.
Independent retrievals for evaluating ENCORE
The observational data sets for evaluation include independent LWP retrievals from a three-channel microwave radiometer and drizzle properties below cloud base mainly from the HSRL. LWP retrievals were made using brightness temperatures at 23.8, 30 and 89 GHz with a 10 s temporal resolution. A detailed description of the instrument and calibration can be found in Cadeddu et al. (2013) . Compared to widely used two-channel radiometers, the additional frequency at 89 GHz provides enhanced sensitivity to liquid water and thus helps reduce the retrieval uncertainty with re- spect to two-channel retrievals. The three-channel retrieval method is an optimal estimation retrieval that uses information on the vertical profiles of temperature and humidity from a close radiosonde launch (launched every 6 hours from the ship), cloud base height from the ceilometer and an "a priori" estimate of the cloud profile. Starting from an initial first guess, radiative transfer computations are repeated and the cloud profile altered until a convergence is achieved between the modelled and observed brightness temperature. Because of the high information content of the measurements, the final retrievals are typically independent of the a priori used. The overall retrieval uncertainty is about 5-8 g m −2 .
Another independent set of drizzle retrievals for evaluation uses the particle backscatter signal derived from HSRL observations and radar reflectivity from KAZR. While the retrieval follows the same basic approach of ENCORE, the retrieval is deterministic and a useful sanity check. The lidar extinction cross-section can be measured directly from the attenuation of the molecular return observed by the HSRL. However, for the cases shown in this study, the extinction cross-section is estimated from the lidar backscatter crosssection using an average lidar ratio of 15.4. The backscatter cross-section measurement is less sensitive to errors caused by multiple scattering, signal noise and lidar overlap corrections. Effective radius and liquid water content are derived from the ratio of radar backscatter cross-section to lidar extinction cross-section assuming a gamma distribution of particle sizes (Donovan and Lammeren, 2001) . The dispersion parameters in the assumed gamma size distribution are adjusted to provide the best comparison of the time-averaged radar measured fall velocities with fall velocities computed from the size distribution.
Finally a radiance-only retrieval of cloud optical depth is performed using look-up tables created with radiative trans-fer calculations based on a single-mode size distribution. A detailed description of the method can be found in Chiu et al. (2012) .
Retrieval method
To combine measurements of radar reflectivity, lidar attenuated backscatter and zenith radiance for cloud and drizzle retrievals in an optimal way, we use an adapted 1-D version of the 3-D ENCORE proposed by Fielding et al. (2014) . One of the main advantages of ENCORE is its flexibility, allowing the retrieval to be switched between 1-D and 3-D versions, and to add or exclude individual instruments depending on their availability. While Fielding et al. (2014) concentrated on a 3-D framework for non-drizzling clouds using radar reflectivity and zenith radiance, this section reports on a 1-D framework and extends its application to drizzling clouds by including lidar measurements. A schematic is provided in Fig. 1 . The capability to retrieve drizzle in 1-D will provide the foundations for future retrievals of drizzling clouds in 3-D.
Our retrieval method includes three components. The first component is the state vector that describes the variables that we wish to retrieve. Second, forward models are needed to relate the state vector to our observations. Finally, we require a method to bring together the state and forward models with any assumptions, prior knowledge or constraints on the state. In this section, we briefly introduce the assumptions made, followed by descriptions of the state vector and the forward models, before outlining the procedure to find the best estimate of the state vector.
Assumptions in particle size and vertical profile
For each 1-D column, we classify the cloud as either nondrizzling or drizzling using a threshold of −17 dBZ in radar reflectivity. Where the maximum observed reflectivity within a column exceeds the threshold, we classify the cloud as drizzling. Using similar thresholds for delineating non-drizzling and drizzling clouds has been shown to hold empirically (e.g. Frisch et al., 1995; Wang and Geerts, 2003; Comstock et al., 2004; vanZanten et al., 2005) and theoretically . Such a classification is necessary in our retrieval method because the contribution of clouds to radar reflectivity can be obscured by drizzle drops and thus certain assumptions in the vertical profile of the cloud need to be made in drizzling cases. As a result, for drizzling cases, we assume a simple model for the condensational growth of cloud droplets in a cloud (e.g. Squires, 1952; Twomey, 1959) , where all cloud droplets are activated at cloud base before growing by condensation through the depth of the cloud. This allows us to assume a constant cloud droplet number concentration (N c ) and a profile of liquid water content (W c ) that increases linearly, although not necessarily adiabatically with height. For non-drizzling clouds, no particular assumptions in the cloud profile are made, maximising the use of radar reflectivity to constrain cloud droplet size (similar to Fielding et al., 2014) . For convenience, we hereafter refer to the retrieval methods with and without particular assumption in the cloud profile as "constrained mode" and "relaxed mode" respectively.
For cloud droplets, following Frisch et al. (1995) we assume a lognormal drop size distribution (DSD) given as
where n c is the number concentration at a given cloud droplet radius r; the r 0 is the median radius and σ is the geometric standard deviation. From Eq.
(1), we can then compute the cloud effective radius r e,c and cloud water content W c by r e,c = r 0 exp 5 2 σ 2
and
where ρ w is the density of water. Similarly, we assume a normalised Gamma DSD for drizzle drops (Ulbrich, 1983) :
where n d is the number concentration at a given drizzle drop radius r, the r 0,v is the median equivolumetric radius, µ is the shape parameter, N w is the normalised drizzle drop number concentration so that the drizzle water content is independent of µ, and finally f (µ) = 6 3.67 4 (3.67 + µ) µ+4 (µ + 4) .
From Eq. (4) we can then compute the drizzle effective radius r e,d and drizzle water content W d by
3.67 4 ρ w N w r 4 0,v .
As in situ measurements of µ (e.g. Ichimura et al., 1980; Wood, 2000) and σ (e.g. Miles et al., 2000) are generally found to be within a small range of values -we assume µ = 2 and σ = 0.3 in this study. Retrieved values of r e,d and W d vary by less than 10 % for µ = 2 ± 2. Similarly, Fielding et al. (2014) found retrieved values of r e,c and W c to vary by less than 10 % for σ = 0.3 ± 0.1.
State vector
The state vector that we wish to retrieve, x, is defined as
x =log 10 N c , W k=k cb ,...,k ct c , N k=k db ,...,k ct w , r k=k db ,...,k ct 0,v
where N c is the height-independent cloud droplet number concentration, and W k c is the cloud liquid water content at a given layer k from the cloud base (k = k cb ) to the cloud top (k = k ct ). Cloud base height can be determined using sophisticated existing algorithms that rely on the magnitude or gradient of lidar attenuated backscatter (e.g. Platt et al., 1994; Clothiaux et al., 1998) . For simplicity, we determine cloud base using a threshold in attenuated lidar backscatter of 0.0001 m −1 sr −1 (similar to O'Connor et al., 2004) in both cloud types. Cloud top is determined from the last radar range gate with a detectable signal, as in the Cloudnet target classification (Illingworth et al., 2007) . Note that we specify the state vector with the variables in log space, forcing their values to be positive to avoid unphysical negative retrievals.
In constrained mode, we extend the state vector to include two drizzle variables as shown in Eq. (9), N w and r 0,v , which are retrieved from drizzle base (k = k db ) to the cloud top (k = k ct ). Similar to cloud top determination, drizzle base is determined from the first radar range gate with a detectable signal. Finally, we assume that N w increases with height within the cloud with the same gradient as at cloud base based on in situ measurements reported by Wood (2005) . To reduce noise in the retrieval, the mean gradient of the last four gates below cloud base is used in the extrapolation. If the gradient of N w is negative at cloud base then N w is assumed to be constant within cloud to prevent unphysical retrievals.
Forward models
To find the best estimate of x, forward models are required to return the predicted observations for given values of x. For both retrieval modes, we forward model observations of radar reflectivity and zenith radiances. Additionally, we forward model observations of lidar attenuated backscatter only in the precipitation falling below drizzling clouds, as the lidar signal tends to strongly attenuate in the cloud itself.
Radar reflectivity
Assuming Rayleigh scattering, the radar reflectivity due to cloud droplets, Z c , at each level k can be written as
For simplicity, in this and the following equations, we have omitted the variables' dependence on height. We also account for the variation of the dielectric constant, which changes with radar frequency and temperature. When the drizzle drop radius approaches the radar wavelength (around 150 µm at 94 GHz), the Rayleigh scattering approximation is no longer valid. To correct for this we include a Mie-to-Rayleigh ratio, γ * , in the drizzle reflectivity forward model. The Mie-to-Rayleigh ratio is calculated from Mie scattering theory using the drizzle DSD, and is therefore a function of r 0,v and µ. Therefore, below cloud base, the radar reflectivity due to drizzle drops, Z d , at each level k can be computed by
Between cloud base and drizzle top, the forward model for reflectivity needs to account for both cloud and drizzle. Since the cloud contribution to the radar reflectivity is Z c in Eq. (10), we can estimate drizzle contribution to the radar reflectivity by
for layers between cloud base and cloud top, where Z obs is the observed reflectivity, and the maximum function ensures that the drizzle reflectivity Z d is positive and valid. Drizzle is therefore not retrieved where the observed radar reflectivity is less than or equal to the forwardmodelled Z c . Combining Eq. (10) with Eqs. (11) and (12), we can then forward model radar reflectivity using
where κ l (dB km −1 (g m −3 ) −1 ) is the one-way specific attenuation coefficient of liquid water and L is the distance to the radar. The observations are corrected for attenuation due to atmospheric gases beforehand as described in Sect. 2, so this attenuation does not need to be forward modelled.
Lidar attenuated backscatter
To forward model the lidar observations, we calculate the extinction coefficient, α, from the state variables as
where we have assumed the drizzle drops are much larger than the lidar wavelength. The lidar attenuated backscatter coefficient, β , due to drizzle drops is then given as
where S is the extinction-to-backscatter ratio that varies with wavelength and drop size, and L is the distance to the lidar. A look-up table for S is computed using Mie-theory code. Recall that the attenuated backscatter is only forward modelled below cloud base.
Shortwave zenith radiance
Zenith radiances, I λ , are forward modelled using input profiles of W c and r e,c and a 1-D radiative transfer model. The profile of W c is obtained directly from the state vector (i.e. Eqs. 8 and 9), and the profile of r e is computed from of W c and N c through Eq. (2). In constrained mode, an additional input profile is generated using W d and r e,d calculated using Eqs. (5) and (6) respectively. The input property profiles are then used to determine the extinction, single-scattering albedo and phase function at each height level. Radiative transfer is computed using the Spherical Harmonics Discrete Ordinates Method (SHDOM; Evans, 1998) in 1-D mode. The surface albedo is specified using the ocean reflectance model included in the 2003 SHDOM distribution.
Finding the best estimate of the state
As proposed by Iglesias et al. (2013) and similar to Grecu and Olson (2008) , we use an adaption to the ensemble Kalman filter for finding the best estimate of our state vector given the observations. The key steps of the method are summarised in this section; full details can be found in Fielding et al. (2014) . First, we define an ensemble X of individual state vectors, x, containing N members, i.e.
where the subscript refers to the particular ensemble member. We use the mean of the ensemble to represent the best estimate of the state vector and the spread of the ensemble as the uncertainty. For each set of observations, y, we apply the linearly in linear space to log 10 0.01 at cloud base)
Drizzle
Logarithmic drizzle normalised log 10 10 −3 2 number concentration (N w ; mm −4 ) Logarithmic drizzle log 10 0.025 2 equivolumetric radius (r 0,v ; mm) * Assuming a 5 s sampling period.
extended Kalman filter update equations iteratively on each ensemble member q, i.e. for each iteration, i,
where the function h(x) is the forward model; C is the Jacobian matrix of the forward model; P is the error covariance matrix of the current state; R is the observation error covariance matrix; andŷ are the observations perturbed with random noise as specified in R. We further use the ensemble to approximate PC T and CPC T by
where
In Eqs. (21) and (22), E x and E y represent the ensemble spread and the spread in predicted observations values, respectively;h(X) is the mean of the forward modelled observations. Using this ensemble method avoids the need for the tangent linear or adjoint of the forward model. While such adjoints are available for 1-D radiative transfer, we use this ensemble method so that the retrieval can be easily extended to 3-D radiative transfer in the future; adjoints for 3-D radiative transfer are currently unavailable, although this is an active area of research (e.g. Martin et al., 2014) .
For all the experiments in this paper, the initial ensemble is generated using random noise with large variance so that the ensemble spans a set of reasonable values (e.g. N c = 5-500 cm −3 , see Table 2 ), with a climatological or reasonable mean value (e.g. N c = 50 cm −3 ). Equation (18) is then iterated until a convergence criterion is met, or the number of iterations exceeds a predetermined threshold. The convergence criterion is set such that the difference between the ensemble mean of the forward-modelled observations and the observations is less than the observation uncertainty. The solution usually converges within five iterations. We have found that the initial guess has little influence on the final best estimate, but can affect the number of iterations before convergence.
Evaluation using synthetic measurements from large eddy simulations
We evaluate the retrieval method using snapshots of cumulus beneath stratocumulus, generated by an LES with idealised forcing data collected during the Atlantic Tradewind Experiment (ATEX). The ATEX data have also been widely analysed and modelled (e.g. Stevens and Lenschow, 2001) . Details of the LES are provided in (Xue et al., 2008) . The simulations are chosen as they contain a wide range of complex non-precipitating and precipitating clouds. Importantly, the simulations use a size-resolving microphysical scheme; therefore, moments of the droplet size distribution such as Z, optical depth (τ ), and effective radii of cloud droplets and drizzle drops can be calculated without assuming any particular particle size distribution. The LES has a domain size of 12.4 × 12.4 × 3 km with grid spacing 100 × 100 × 20 m. Two particular cases (Xue et al., 2008) with aerosol concentrations of 25 mg −1 ("clean") and 100 mg −1 ("polluted") are used, in an attempt to cover the diverse joint spatial distributions of cloud and drizzle. As shown in Fig. 2 , the cloud field in the polluted case is mainly non-drizzling, while in the clean case surface rain rate as high as 10 mm day −1 is evident. Since we retrieve properties for both cloud droplets and drizzle drops in the clean case, it is crucial to define what is cloud and drizzle more precisely.
Here, we separate cloud and drizzle using a radius threshold of 40 µm. In other words, the "truth" cloud properties from the LES were calculated from the droplet size bins with radii smaller than the threshold, while the truth drizzle properties from the LES were calculated using the remaining size bins. The choice of the threshold is somewhat arbitrary, but cloud droplets grown by condensation alone rarely exceed 20 µm radius, so any droplets with radii larger than 40 µm must have experienced significant coalescence (Devenish et al., 2012) . Note that this threshold is not known by the retrieval and only affects the truth cloud and drizzle properties.
Based on these simulations, synthetic observations of radar reflectivity, lidar attenuated backscatter and zenith radiances can be obtained using the forward models as mentioned in Sect. 3.3. Specifically, since the size distribution is explicitly simulated in the LES, the observed radar reflectivity can be computed directly from Eqs. (10) and (11). Similarly, the lidar attenuated backscatter is computed from Eqs. (15) and (16). The observed zenith radiances are computed with an assumed solar zenith angle (SZA) of 45 • . Using Table 2 , we then specify and add random Gaussian measurement uncertainty in log space to all computed values to obtain the final synthetic observations used for the evaluation. In the retrieval process, we use 100 ensemble members; for each ensemble member, the state vector is initiated with a first guess perturbed with random noise with a given variance (specified in Table 2 ) so that Eqs. (19) and (20) can be evaluated. The large initial spread in ensemble members is required to allow the state space to be well explored and reduce the time to convergence. Note that no significant increase in accuracy was found when using more ensemble members.
Performance of the retrieval is judged against the accuracy and precision of the microphysical and the radiative properties of the retrieved cloud relative to the LES "truth". To assess the accuracy of the retrieval we use the bias between the truth and retrieved cloud properties, while to infer the precision we use the root-mean-square error (RMSE). Both column-mean properties, such as LWP and τ , and vertically resolved properties, such as W c and r e,c , are investigated. In all our results we define cloud to be where W c is greater than 0.01 g m −3 and drizzle to be where W d is greater than 10 −5 g m −3 , similar to Zinner et al. (2010) .
Polluted case
Retrieval performance for the polluted case is detailed using a 12.4 km cross-section example that corresponds to the largest cloud fraction in the snapshot domain. As shown in Fig. 3 , the scene consists of a layer of broken stratocumulus with cloud base at 1.2 km and pockets of cumuli rising underneath, leading to a great variation in cloud bases detected by strong lidar returned signals. In general, Fig. 3 shows that the truth cloud water path (CWP) ranges between 1 and 100 g m −2 , while the drizzle water path (DWP) is typically 4 orders smaller than the cloud water path in a given column. Although drizzle drops with non-negligible radar reflectivity are present at several locations in this cross-section (e.g. at 1.6 km altitude at X = 3 km in Fig. 4e ), Fig 3d shows that cloud-base total reflectivity values are lower than −17 dBZ, and the similarity between Figs. 3a and 4a shows that radar reflectivity is dominated by cloud droplets due to the low ratio of drizzle to cloud water. As a result, this scene was classified as non-drizzling, and drizzle properties were not retrieved. This example shows that a simple radar reflectivity threshold for binary drizzle classification may not be ideal, but retrieving this scene in relaxed mode (i.e. without any particular assumption in the cloud profile) allows radar reflectivity to be fully capitalised in determining cloud properties, as we demonstrate next.
Overall, the retrieval performs well in the polluted case; qualitatively, Fig. 4i -l show that retrieved cloud properties are similar to the truth (Figs. 4a-d) . To safely assume a monomodal DSD coupled with a height-invariant N c requires the moments of the DSD to be correlated in a given column. Despite the fact that N c (Fig. 4d ) does vary somewhat with height, it is clear that the truth Z c , W c and r e,c show significant correlation, which allows an accurate retrieval. No drizzle properties are retrieved ( Fig. 4m-p) , but as discussed in the previous paragraph, the concentration of drizzle in the truth is very low throughout the cross-section. By considering the cross-section average profiles, Fig. 5 shows that the retrieved W c and r e,c (dashed lines) are a good match to the truth and only deviate slightly at the cloud base and cloud top. From Fig. 4d we can see that at cloud base the true N c is often smaller than the column average; the number of cloud droplets typically increases in a cloud until the level of critical supersaturation is reached, which is normally above cloud base. Similarly, the true N c at cloud top is smaller than the column average as entrainment reduces the droplet concentration. Consequently, the overestimated N c at cloud base and cloud top corresponds to a larger W c in Eq. (10) and thus a smaller r e,c retrieval as seen in Eq.
(3) for a fixed Z c . However, these errors are small and generally only occur in the first 50 m above cloud base and 50 m below cloud top (Fig. 8d ). Scatter plots of cloud column properties (Fig. 6a-c) confirm the strong performance of the retrieval in relaxed mode with error bars showing one standard deviation uncertainty obtained from the ensemble spread. As effective radius is an intensive variable, we use an extinction-weighted average to define its column-mean value. Table 3 shows that both retrieved CWP and cloud optical depth have small bias (< 4 %) and RMSE (< 7 %). Similarly, column-mean effective radius has a small bias (< 1 %) and RMSE (< 5 %). Provided the instruments are calibrated correctly, these results suggest that cloud properties can be retrieved to a high accuracy in nondrizzling clouds.
We now consider the retrieval of the same cross-section using the constrained mode by assuming that all clouds meet the threshold for drizzle classification. Figure 5 shows that the cross-section mean cloud profiles are reasonable, but the errors are larger than those retrieved in relaxed mode. Without the constraint of radar reflectivity due to the assumptions Atmos. Meas. Tech., 8, 2663-2683, 2015 www As Fig. 3 , but for the clean case along the cross-section X = 8 km shown in Fig. 2b. made in the constrained mode, W c and r e,c tend to be underestimated near cloud base and overestimated at cloud top. This is because our simple model of condensational droplet growth does not include the effects of entrainment at cloud top or the faster condensational growth rate seen at cloud base. Despite this, these errors in the vertical profile tend to cancel such that the integrated cloud properties (e.g. CWP) are not far from the truth (Fig. 6d) . Figure 6d -f indicate that the uncertainty increases using the constrained mode compared to using the relaxed mode ( Fig. 6a-c) . In particular, the bias and RMSE in columnaveraged r e,c is around 8 and 26 % respectively, which represents a 5-fold increase in uncertainty. Similarly, the bias and RMSE in CWP of 6 and 15 % respectively are greater than the values found using the relaxed mode. In contrast, the uncertainty in τ c is similar to the relaxed mode; the bias and RMSE in τ c are 1 % and 6 % respectively. This shows that τ c is mainly constrained by the observations of zenith radiance that are common to both retrieval modes, while radar reflectivity adds considerable information to the retrieval of r e,c , consistent with the finding in Fielding et al. (2014) . Radar reflectivity is therefore of significant benefit to the retrieval of cloud properties in the relaxed mode and should be used wherever a monomodal DSD is likely.
Clean case
The second cross-section for evaluation was chosen from the clean case along X = 9 km in Fig. 2 , containing one of the biggest surface rainfall cells. Figures 7 and 8 show that the cross-section consists of a thin layer of drizzling stratocumulus with cumulus clouds at Y = 4-6 km that contain W c up to 2 g m −3 . Unlike the previous polluted case, this cross-section has significant amounts of drizzle water path, which are comparable with the cloud water path (Fig. 7c) . The cloud-base radar reflectivity is also generally greater than the −17 dBZ threshold, suggesting that retrieving cloud and drizzle prop-erties using the constrained mode is the most suitable approach for this cross-section.
We first consider the retrieved cloud properties -the upper panels in Fig. 8 show that both the W c and r e,c are well retrieved throughout the cross-section in a qualitative sense, although evidently the detailed vertical structures shown in the truth are not fully captured by the retrievals due to the constraint of linearly increasing W c with height. In particular, for sections where the truth r e,c decreases with height (e.g. Y = 6 km and 8-10 km), the assumption made in the profile of W c makes it impossible for retrieved r e,c to match the truth; in our model of condensational growth, r e,c will always increase with W c . Additionally, no retrievals are available at Y = 7 km as cloud base could not be determined due to the strong extinction of the lidar signal by the drizzle beneath cloud base. This problematic situation is associated with nonnegligible surface rainfall, which would also make zenith radiance measurements questionable in reality and thus would be an unfortunate limitation for our retrieval method.
The top panel of Fig. 9 shows the cross-section mean profiles of cloud properties to allow a more quantitative analysis of the retrieval. Two distinct cloud layers are apparent between 0.8-1.3 and 1.3-1.6 km; they are particularly visible in the profile of r e,c where the average r e,c decreases with height at around 1.3 km. The first layer corresponds to cumulus only (Y = 4-5 km in Fig. 8 ), while the second layer consists of stratocumulus and the upper layers of the cumulus. Despite these complex cloud conditions, the retrieved mean profiles of W c and r e,c provide a close fit to the truth. Consequently, column-averaged r e,c , CWP and τ are within 3, 6 and 8 % of the truth respectively (Table 3 ). The RMSE in the retrieval is reasonable as shown by the spread in points in Fig. 10 . Specifically, the RMSE in r e,c , CWP and τ is 21, 33 and 24 % respectively. These errors are larger than the errors in the polluted case using the same constrained mode, which emphasises the challenge of retrieving cloud properties in drizzling conditions, but the overall performance remains satisfactory.
To analyse the retrieved drizzle properties, it is worth making a distinction between the drizzle below cloud base and the drizzle within cloud as they are retrieved in different ways. Below cloud base, the retrieved drizzle properties (red dots in Fig. 10d-f) show good agreement with the truth. This is to be expected as we have two observables, Z and β , at each level to constrain the two free parameters in the monomodal DSD. Quantitatively, looking at Table 4 , the mean retrieved DWP beneath cloud base has a small bias of 2 %, while r e,d and drizzle optical depth have biases of 13 and 9 % respectively.
For drizzle within cloud, Fig. 8e-8h and 8m-8p show that drizzle properties are similar to the truth except in some parts at Y = 4-5 km, coinciding with an area of rising cumulus underneath stratocumulus. Recall that two key assumptions were made during the retrieval of in-cloud drizzle properties. The first assumption is that Z c can be reasonably retrieved so that the Z d is given correctly by subtracting the Z c from the observed reflectivity. We have found that this assumption works reasonably well as shown by the close match between the retrieved cloud reflectivity and the true cloud reflectivity in Fig. 8a, 8i and 9c . The second assumption is that N w increases within cloud from cloud base, with its gradient equal to the gradient at cloud base. This assumption does not always hold; for example for the clouds at Y = 4-5 km, where cumulus are present underneath the stratocumulus (Fig. 7b) , the retrieved N w in Fig. 8p increases too steeply with height in the lower layers compared to the truth in Fig. 8h , while the gradient of N w is too shallow in the upper layers. For a given drizzle radar reflectivity, we can see from Eq. (11) that an overestimation of N w will lead to an underestimation of r 0,v and following from Eq. (7) an underestimation in r e,d . Therefore, the overestimation of N w in the lower layers between 0.8 and 1.3 km leads to an underestimation in the cross-section mean profile of r e,d (Fig. 9d ). Despite the difficulties in inferring in-cloud N w for twolayer clouds, retrieved DWP and r e,d generally show agreement with the truth across the whole cross-section (blue dots in Fig. 10d-f) , with correlation coefficients of 0.92 and 0.93 respectively. The mean bias in retrieved DWP and columnmean r e,d is −14 and 10 % respectively as shown in Table 4 . As the retrieval errors for the drizzle within cloud are comparable to the errors for the drizzle below cloud base, there is much promise for the application of the method to reveal the detailed collocated covariance of cloud and drizzle properties anywhere within the cloud and how these properties relate to drizzle falling beneath the cloud.
Evaluation using measurements from the MAGIC field campaign
We now evaluate the retrieval method against measurements from the AMF MAGIC marine deployment. Potential cases were restricted to daytime with SZA smaller than 80 • ; when radar, lidar and shortwave spectrometers were all working properly; and when there was no cloud above the boundary layer. In particular, two cases were selected for intercompari-son to illustrate both non-drizzling and drizzling stratocumulus clouds. It is thought that nearly all marine clouds contain some drizzle drops (Fox and Illingworth, 1997) ; for example, using ARM data from the Azores, Kollias et al. (2011) detected drizzle in the Doppler spectra of marine stratus even when the radar reflectivity at cloud base was much lower than the −17 dBZ threshold used in this study. Similarly, during the MAGIC campaign, condensate was detected below cloud base in nearly all stratocumulus clouds (Zhou et al., 2015) . However, as shown in Sect. 4.1, if drizzle concentration is sufficiently small, the relaxed mode of the retrieval that fully uses radar reflectivity information is favourable and will be used. Figure 11 . Retrieved cloud properties on 2 June 2013 during MAGIC in predominantly non-drizzling conditions. Panels show time series of (a) observed MWACR radar reflectivity factor, (b) retrieved cloud water content, (c) retrieved cloud water path from ENCORE (blue line) and the microwave radiometer (red crosses), (d) retrieved cloud droplet number concentration, (e) retrieved cloud effective radius, (f) retrieved column-averaged cloud effective radius and (g) cloud optical depth (blue line) and radiance only retrieval (red dots). The blue shading represents one standard deviation uncertainty in the retrieval. The grey solid lines represent cloud base and cloud top.
Non-drizzling case: 2 June 2013
The first case is a period of non-drizzling stratocumulus on 2 June 2013 at 00:12-00:42 UTC, after local noon. At the middle of the time period, the SZA was 36 • and the ship was positioned at (25.2 • N, 148.7 • W). The observations correspond to Leg 11B when the Horizon Spirit was travelling towards Los Angeles. Figure 11a shows that observed radar reflectivity at cloud base is generally smaller than −17 dBZ and any virga below cloud base has very low reflectivity and small vertical extent. The cloud geometric thickness is fairly constant at around 200 m, although the cloud thinned towards the middle of the time period.
During the time period, retrieved cloud water path ranged from 0-100 g m −2 (Fig. 11b) , with a mean of 50 g m −2 . Radar reflectivity and hence retrieved W c increase with height in the cloud, suggesting that the cloud droplets have predominantly grown through vapour deposition. Columnmean r e,c is 12 µm at the start of the period and decreases to 8 µm in the middle period before rising to 10 µm near the end; this range is consistent with in situ observations of marine non-drizzling stratocumulus (e.g. Wang et al., 2009 ). The τ c has a mean of 8, but exhibits variability, peaking at 15 where smaller effective radii are observed for the cloud around 00:30 UTC.
The three-channel microwave radiometer retrieval (MWR) described in Sect. 2 uses independent observations to EN-CORE and thus is particularly useful for evaluation. Qual- Fig. 11 (blue triangles) and for the drizzling case shown in Fig. 13 (red triangles). Black solid line represents the one-to-one line.
itatively, the MWR water path values are well correlated with the ENCORE retrieved water path (Fig. 11c ). Quantitatively, using MWR as a reference, the mean bias in ENCORE is −1 g m −2 , which is less than 2 % of the MWR mean. The scatter plot in Fig. 12a further supports this contention, showing that the majority of the points (blue triangles) are very close to the one-to-one line. The root-mean-squaredifference (RMSD) between the retrievals is 10 g m −2 , which is 20 % of the MWR mean and, assuming the retrievals are independent and unbiased, gives an upper bound to both retrievals' true uncertainty. As a consistency check, we compare the ENCORE cloud optical depth with the radiance-only retrieval described in Sect. 2. Both use the same zenith radiances and should show good agreement. As expected, Fig. 11g shows a strong correlation between the two, and Fig. 12b highlights that most points are closely aligned with the one-to-one line. As a result, using radiance-only retrievals as a reference, the optical depth bias in ENCORE is 0.2, corresponding to 2 % of the radiance-only mean. The RMSD of 1.2 (15 %) is comparable to the uncertainty in radiance-only retrievals (Chiu et al., 2012) .
Drizzling case: 1 June 2013
The second case is a period of drizzling stratocumulus, 4 h prior to the first case just before local noon on 1 June 2013 at 20:06-20:42 UTC. In the middle of the time period, the SZA was 20 • and the ship was located at (24.8 • N, 149.7 • W). As in the first case, the observations correspond to Leg 11B. Figure 13a shows that radar reflectivity decreases with height within cloud, which is indicative of drizzle sized drops growing as they descend within the cloud. Also, although negligible precipitation was recorded at the surface, virga can be seen to extend 500 m below cloud base. Both these factors point to a significant quantity of drizzle being present, and justify the retrieval algorithm operating in constrained mode.
Cloud and drizzle properties in clouds
We first consider the joint retrieval of cloud and drizzle above cloud base. Retrieved total water path is similar to the non-drizzling case with a mean of 60 g m −2 and a peak of 150 g m −2 at the start of the period. Figure 13d shows that the majority of condensate is classified as cloud; on average the cloud water path is 6 times the drizzle water path. There also appears to be a temporal correlation between the CWP and DWP as seen in other studies (O'Connor et al, 2005; Lebsock et al., 2013; Boutle et al., 2014) . Additionally, r e,c is significantly larger than in the non-drizzling case, with an average of 13 µm, in accord with in situ observations of marine drizzling stratocumulus (e.g. Gerber, 1996; Twohy et al., 2005; Painemal and Zuidema, 2011) . Despite similar CWP, cloud optical depth (τ c ) is lower than the non-drizzling case with a mean of 6 due to the larger r e,c .
As in the non-drizzling case, the retrieved total water path from ENCORE has a strong correlation with the MWR retrieval ( Fig. 13c ). However, since ENCORE is operating in constrained mode, the uncertainty in total water path shown by the blue shading is larger than in the non-drizzling case. This is the likely reason for the increased spread between MWR and ENCORE, as seen in Fig. 12a (red triangles) . As a result, while the mean difference between the retrievals is less than 4 g m −2 , the RMSD is 20 g m −2 , which is twice the value seen in the non-drizzling case. Similar to the non-drizzling case, the retrieved optical depth from ENCORE in Fig. 13h agrees well with the radiance-only retrieval and has a mean bias of 0.3. The uncertainty shown by the blue shading in Fig. 13h is larger than in the non-drizzling case, as radar reflectivity cannot be used directly to constrain the cloud properties. As a consequence, Fig. 12b shows there is a slightly increased spread between the retrievals and a larger RMSD of 2.2.
In addition to column-integrated cloud and drizzle properties, the retrieval also allows us to take a more detailed look at the vertical structure of both cloud and drizzle, which is typically only possible from in situ measurements. Figure 14 shows the mean vertical profiles for cloud and drizzle between 20:10 and 20:20 UTC. Cloud water content increases from cloud base to cloud top with a mean of 0.7 g m −3 at 1000 m, and r e,c increases from a mean cloud base of 800 m to a cloud top maximum of 1100 m. Interestingly, r e,c near cloud top has a mean of 14 µm; this value has been suggested as a critical threshold for initialisation of drizzle (Rosenfeld et al., 2012) . This size of cloud droplets is sufficient to allow the coalescence of droplets into small drizzle drops. r e,d can then be seen to increase as drizzle drops fall through the cloud and accrete cloud droplets. The maximum in r e,d is around 50 µm at 200 m below cloud base, which shows that the self-collection of drizzle drops dominates evaporation in the cloud-free layers just below cloud base. Finally, Fig. 14c shows individual contributions of cloud and drizzle to the total reflectivity. In this case, drizzle reflectivity is greater than cloud reflectivity in all but the uppermost layers of the cloud. A more detailed analysis using a much greater sample size Figure 15. Fitted parameters (a) to a power law relationship (b) of the form R = aZ b in drizzling clouds, where R is in units mm day −1 and Z has units mm 6 m −3 . Observations include past measurements from marine stratus off the coast of Oregon, USA (Vali et al., 1998) , the Eastern Pacific Investigation of Climate (EPIC; Comstock et al., 2004) , the Dynamics and Chemistry of Marine Stratocumulus (DYCOMS-II; van Zanten et al., 2005) , and marine stratocumulus at the Azores (Mann et al., 2014) , and measurements from MAGIC in this paper.
is required to make robust conclusions, but this nevertheless shows the potential of the method to study the interactions between cloud and drizzle.
Drizzle properties at cloud base
While we have seen that drizzle drop size can reach a maximum several hundred metres below cloud base, drizzle rate typically peaks at cloud base, and its value is important in calculating the depletion of condensate from a cloud. The retrieved r e,d at cloud base across the whole time period varies between 20 and 80 µm (Fig. 13f) , while the mean cloud-base drizzle rate (R cb ; calculated using the models for drop terminal velocity in Beard, 1976) in Fig. 13d is around 0.01 mm day −1 and peaks at 1 mm day −1 at 20:38 UTC in the region of highest reflectivity ∼ 0 dBZ. The relationship between radar reflectivity and R cb can be approximated by a power law, i.e. R cb = aZ b , where a and b are fitted constants. By performing a linear regression with both R cb (mm day −1 ) and Z (mm 6 m −3 ) in log space to predict R cb given Z, we found values of 1.43 and 0.69 for a and b respectively. Figure 15 shows our Z-R cb relationship with those reported in the literature for other cases of marine boundarylayer clouds; these include coastal marine stratus in the Northeast Pacific using in situ aircraft measurements at cloud base (Vali et al., 1998) , the Eastern Pacific Investigation of Climate experiment in the Southeast Pacific using shipborne radar measurements (EPIC; Comstock et al., 2004) , Dynamics and Chemistry of Marine Stratocumulus in the southwest of Los Angeles using aircraft measurements (DYCOMS-II; vanZanten et al., 2005) , and marine stratocumulus at the Azores using ground-based radar/lidar measurements (Mann et al., 2014; Wood et al., 2014) . The Z-R cb relationships between MAGIC, EPIC and Azores cases are similar, while the coastal marine stratus in the Northeast Pacific from Vali et al. (1998) and DYCOMS-II respectively represent a lower and upper bound in drizzle rate at a given Z. Although Z-R cb relationships are convenient and useful in estimating rain rate when only radar reflectivity is available, caution should be exercised for more quantitative applications. Note that in addition to the drizzle microphysical properties, the fitted parameters are also influenced by many factors, including the method to obtain both radar reflectivity and rain rate at cloud base, the range of rain rates observed, and the fitting methods themselves (Steiner et al., 2004) . Most saliently, a Z-R relationship is equivalent to creating a fixed relationship between drop size and drop concentration; where both values are known, as provided by our retrieval, it is best to report both to permit more conclusive comparisons. Routine measurements of drizzle properties, such as our retrievals, will be invaluable to make comparisons in cloud microphysical properties between regimes and will complement satellite observations greatly.
Drizzle properties below cloud base
This section focuses on drizzle properties below cloud base. As shown in Fig. 13b , most of the time the drizzle water content decreases below cloud base as the drizzle falls into sub-saturated air and begins to evaporate. However, in regions with heavier drizzle rate at cloud base, e.g. 20:38 UTC with a drizzle rate greater than 1 mm day −1 , Figs. 13f and 14a shows that r e,d temporarily increases towards the ground due to collection of drops, before decreasing again when evaporation dominates. For drizzle properties below cloud base, HSRL-based retrievals detailed in Sect. 2 are available for intercomparison. To restrict the sources of differences between the retrievals, the HSRL retrieval used the same assumed drop size distribution. Qualitatively, Fig. 16 shows that retrievals from EN-CORE and HSRL are in good agreement for both W d and r e,d ; correlation coefficients are 0.99 and 0.96 respectively. Quantitatively W d has a mean difference of 10 % and RMSE of 24 %, while r e,d has a mean difference of 3 % and RMSE of 15 % ( Table 5) .
The reasonable agreement between ENCORE and HSRLbased retrievals is to be expected as the retrievals share the same basic approach, but it is worth discussing potential sources of retrieval differences. Firstly, the HSRL retrieval uses a fixed lidar ratio of 15.4 determined from short segments of the data with relatively uniform drizzle using di- rect measurements of the lidar extinction and a multiple scatter extinction correction (Eloranta, 1998) . Secondly, unlike the HSRL retrieval, ENCORE does not account for multiple scattering in the lidar return. Multiple scattering affects the validity of Eq. (16), which assumes that only photons scattered in the exact backscatter direction will be received, and photons scattered in other directions will leave the FOV of the lidar. However, provided the sizes of the drizzle drops are much greater than the wavelength of the lidar, Babinet's principle states that one half of the lidar pulse is scattered into a narrow forward lobe (Van de Hulst, 1957; Hogan, 2006) . When photons in the forward lobe travel further, they can be potentially scattered back to the receiver, which increases the apparent backscatter of subsequent gates (Hogan, 2008) . To first order, the stronger apparent backscatter signal is interpreted as more drizzle drops, and would lead a retrieval that assumed single scattering to overestimate the drizzle extinction. The exact effect of neglecting multiple scattering in ENCORE is more complicated as any errors would be compounded in the forward modelling of attenuated backscatter at subsequent gates. However, as the mean difference in extinction between ENCORE and the HSRL retrieval is less than 10 % (Table 5 ), we can assume that in this case multiple scattering is not a significant source of error.
Summary and conclusions
We have demonstrated a new method (ENCORE) to retrieve cloud and drizzle vertical profiles in drizzling boundary-layer clouds using observations of radar reflectivity, lidar attenu-ated backscatter and zenith radiances in a unified framework. Specifically, the vertical structure of both drizzle drop size and drizzle water content is retrieved within cloud, while simultaneously retrieving the vertical structure of cloud droplet size and cloud water content. Obtaining such information has not previously been possible for remote sensing and is even a challenge for in situ observations.
The capability of ENCORE has been tested using state-ofthe-art LES of cumulus under drizzling stratocumulus. These simulations show significant variability in cloud and drizzle structure, with a mean r e,c of 17 µm and mean r e,d within cloud of 56 µm. Mean drizzle water path is 23 g m −2 and drizzle water content is often comparable to the cloud water content. In these complex conditions, cloud water path is retrieved with RMSE of 31 g m −2 , while the bias is less than 5 %. Drizzle water path within clouds is similarly well retrieved, with a correlation coefficient compared to the truth of 0.92, although multi-layer clouds provide an additional challenge.
The method also works well for non-drizzling cloud. In this case, evaluations with LES of non-drizzling stratocumulus show that the CWP, r e,c and τ c can all be retrieved to an extremely high accuracy. Provided all instruments are well calibrated it is shown that for the non-drizzling clouds uncertainty in cloud water path is 6 g m −2 , column-mean cloud effective radius is 0.5 µm and τ c is 0.5.
Our retrieval method is also applied to MAGIC data collected from the climatically important stratocumulus decks in the Northeast Pacific during the first marine deployment of the ARM Mobile Facility. For the non-drizzling case, our retrievals show that the cloud droplet number concentration is of the order of 100 cm −3 , while r e,c is about 10 µm and τ c is between 5 and 15, consistent with in situ and satellite observations reported in Painemal and Zuidema (2011) and King et al. (2013) . Additionally, the mean retrieved LWP of 50 g m −2 agrees remarkably well with independent threechannel microwave radiometer retrievals with a RMSD of 10 g m −2 .
For the drizzling case, the cloud water path remains of the order of 100 g m −2 , associated with drizzle water path that is an order of magnitude smaller. Drizzle rate at cloud base peaks at 1 mm day −1 and exhibits significant variability over time with a mean of 0.1 mm day −1 . In contrast to the nondrizzling case, the mean r e,c increases to 15 µm but τ c reduces to 6.5. In these drizzling conditions the RMSD with the independent MWR LWP retrieval is 20 g m −2 . Retrievals of W d and r e,d below cloud base show good agreement with correlation coefficient of 0.99 and 0.96 respectively, with a semi-independent retrieval using HSRL extinction and radar backscatter.
To conclude, ENCORE provides retrievals of the microphysical properties of cloud, drizzle and their covariance at high spatial and temporal resolutions, much needed to advance our understanding of processes that control the microphysical and radiative properties of boundary layer clouds.
Potential applications are diverse, including investigations into precipitation initiation (e.g. Gerber, 1996; Rosenfeld et al., 2012; Chiu et al., 2014) ; aerosol effects on drizzle suppression (e.g. Ackerman et al., 2004; Lu et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2011; Mann et al., 2014) and the role of precipitation in cloud field organisation and variability (e.g. Wood and Hartmann, 2006; Xue et al., 2008; Feingold et al., 2010) . Further, these retrievals are suited to help parameterise sub-grid variability of cloud and drizzle in general circulation models (e.g. Pawlowska and Brenguier, 2003; Ahlgrimm and Forbes, 2014) and cloud parameterisations based on probability density functions (e.g. Cheng and Xu, 2009; Guo et al., 2011; Weber and Quaas, 2012; Boutle et al., 2014) . Not least, these retrievals can help evaluate satellite observations (e.g. Leon et al., 2008; Lebsock et al., 2013) , which are frequently used to evaluate the representation of current-day clouds in climate models (e.g. Klein et al., 2013) .
Finally, the retrieval method presented here is a key step to the development of a 3-D retrieval cloud properties in drizzling conditions using scanning cloud radar, scanning lidar and zenith radiances. It is hoped that scanning lidar can provide information on the structure and variability of drizzle so that the method of Fielding et al. (2014) can be extended to the retrieval of drizzling clouds. The flexible ensemble framework used in both methods should allow the 3-D retrieval to be easily adapted using ideas from this study, and a similar evaluation of the method in 3-D with LES is foreseen.
